First, lets talk about how tax rates are set in Canton. Its quite a process.
In January, the Revenue Committee meets to produce a revenue projection to base our
spending on. The Revenue committee is made up of members of the BOS, FINCOM,
Assessors and Building Inspector. The Revenue Committee is conservative, targeting to
project a revenue number under the actual number 90% of the time. Projecting too much
in revenue can cause major budget issues down the line.
To project the property tax revenue, you start with the prior year’s levy and add 2.5%. An
estimate for new growth is added, as is any operational override that was passed in the
previous year. That creates the ‘New’ Levy limit. Add in any payments for debt that was
passed outside of the levy and subtract a contingency for property tax abatements.
This leaves you with the Property Tax Revenue estimate.
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Next, the Property Tax Revenue is combined with estimates of State Aid, estimates of Local
Receipts and other transfers to create the total revenue projection. Subtract Fixed Costs,
such as Health Insurance, and the remainder of the projected revenue is split between the
schools and municipal departments.
Town Meeting approves a spending amount.
Then, the town waits for the State to confirm the State Aid number and the New Growth
Number.
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Once the State Aid and Other charges are known, the actual amount of property taxes
needed to balance the budget is known.
The Selectman and Assessors meet to discuss how much in Property Tax they will collect.
In this example, the most that they could tax is $60.85M, however is state aid is higher than
projected, they could choose to collect less in property taxes.
Since the Revenue Committee is conservative in their estimates, often the Selectman will
not have to ‘Tax to the Max’ and can instead increase property taxes by a lower amount.
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Finally, you may be wondering how that $60.85M of property taxes is divided up.
Canton has a split tax rate, and has traditionally targeted 37% of property tax revenue
coming from the businesses.
Taking the amount of the business contribution and dividing it by the total business
property in Canton gives you the tax rate.
You can follow the same formula for the residential real estate.
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Finally, you may ask how the properties are valued.
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